Directions to download Natick Wrestling’s Sport Ngin Free App:
1.) Open your Apple App Store or Android Google Play Store and search: “Sport Ngin”

2.) Upon downloading and sequentially opening the app, you will be prompted to then
log in to your account. You may either use your log in credentials that you previously
established when creating your Sport Ngin account, or, more simply, you may log in
using your Facebook account.

3.) Once you have successfully accessed your account by way of either signing in with
your log-in credentials, or via Facebook, you will automatically open to the home screen
and tap the icon on the bottom of the screen with the plus sign in the middle of a
magnifying class titled “follow team.”

Once again, tap on the icon at the bottom of the screen (it is the
middle icon) and is a magnifying glass with a plus sign in the middle
of it. The text underneath says, “Follow Team.”

4.) After choosing to the aforementioned button at the bottom of the screen, you will be
brought to a search page. In the search bar located at the top of the screen, you will want
to enter the information described in the following step – step 5.

5.) In the search bar at the top of the screen, you will want to enter the following
information: Natick High Wrestling
- Upon entering this information into the search bar, you will see the first three teams
that automatically populate at the top of the screen are:
a) Natick High School Wrestling
b) Natick Middle School Wrestling
c) Natick-Sudbury Warhawks Travel Team
* Even if your son is only a member of one or two of the aforementioned teams, we ask
that you kindly add all of the teams to follow so that you can receive updates about all of
our wrestling teams involved in the Natick Wrestling Family!
- To Add A Team To Follow: Tap the icon directly to the left of each team name (a blue
circle with a white cross inscribed inside). Upon selecting one team, your search bar may
by chance clear; so, in the event that happens, simply re-enter “Natick High Wrestling”
as many times as you need until you are able to add each of the desired teams.

6.) Information Available Through The App: Once you choose to follow a team, you
instantly have access to much of the same information available on the website including:
Roster, Schedule, Photos, Videos, and News Articles. Simply by tapping on an individual
team, you can easily access all of this information at your fingertips. In fact, upon
clicking on each team, the latest events, photos, and news articles will automatically
populate the top of the screen!

7.) Alerts and Notifications: Through tapping the “bell” icon at the top of each team’s
upper left corner, you can choose to decide what you would like to receive notifications
for. Do you want notifications for score updates and news articles only? Not a problem
as you can personalize the types of notifications that you receive!
To remain up-to-date on all of the happenings in the world of the Natick Wrestling
Program, you will want to leave all said notifications on so that you receive immediate
word when any score updates, schedule changes and event additions, news articles,
pictures, videos, and other related posts are made public!

